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Interrogative Pronouns.
Rogo-rogare: To ask
Interrogative pronouns are used to ask questions. ???

Quis ?

Who

?

Quid ?

What ?

M & F

N

nominative

quis

quid

genitive

cuius

cuius

dative

cui

cui

accusative

quem

quid

ablative

quo

quo

M

F

N

Nominative

qui

quae

quae

genitive

quorum

quarum

quorum

dative

quibus

quibus

quibus

accusative

quos

quas

quae

ablative

quibus

quibus

quibus

The plural of the interrogative pronoun is identical to the relative pronoun chart . It will have a
masculine, a feminine and a neuter column.

The singular is almost the same as the relative pronouns except for the nominative singular and
the fact that the masculine and feminine have been condensed to one gender.
This pronoun can ask both direct and indirect questions.
If who or which is modifying a noun it is an interrogative adjective, but follows the same rules as
the pronouns.
The interrogative adjective is no more than reusing the relative pronoun (qui-quae-quod)
followed by a noun with which it will agree in case, number and gender.
M & F singular can be blue or red. You will use the same word for both.
The plurals have a definite gender for Masculine-Feminine & Neuter.

Quis vidit?

Who saw?

Quem vidit?

Whom did he see?

Quam vincerunt ?

Whom (f) did they conquer ?

Quem laudat ?

Whom does he praise?

Quibus hostibus ?

To which enemies ?

Cum cuius filio ?

With whose son?

Quis vidit regem?

Who saw the king?

Quibus amicis dabimus ?

To which friends shall we give........?

Quid rides?

What are you laughing at?

Assume that all except the one highlighted in red (Quam in Quam vincerunt) are masculine
(blue).
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Thanks for using our site. We hope you find this material useful and enjoyable.
Here are a few of the Subjects and Articles you can find at JSBachfoa.org
Photographs and Personal experience with the attack on the World Trade Center, September 11,
2011
Articles about J S Bach including:
1. How he wrote his music (disclosed for the first time ever)
2. The relationship between Bach's Music and the attacks
3. Examples of Bach's keyboard music, as he heard it
4. Sheet Music
Beethoven, too (What's he doing here?)
Literary and Historical Articles including:
1. How Joyce Kilmer came up with "Trees" (and you aren't going to guess)
Fire Fighting and Emergency Medical Services:
1. Calculating friction loss, flow, and nozzle reaction in the fire service
2. Solving Water Flow problems using Electric Circuit Theory
3. A simple way to predict the flow from a centrifugal pump
2. A graph of the Henderson - Hasselbalch Equation
Latin:
1. How to Read It and How to Write It using a unique "Color Coded" approach
2. How to Speak It
And More.
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